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Outline  
 
Previous high-res IR / MW studies of S2O 
 
SOLEIL study
The 𝛎3 mode and the 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band
and associated mmw study




All three fundamental vibrational modes observed𝛎1(S-O-stretch): 1166 cm-1 (Lindenmayer and Jones 1985)𝛎2(S-S-O-stretch): 380 cm-1 (Martin-Drumel et al. 2015)𝛎3(S-S-stretch): 679 cm-1 (Lindenmayer et al. 1986)
SOLEIL
Previous studies: FTMW vib. satellite pattern
Thorwirth et al. (2006)J =10,1-00,0
Total of 15 vibrational states observed
in SO2 discharge
Previous studies: FTMW
FTMW and MMW / SubMMW study (up to 470 GHz, Thorwirth et al. 2006)
Previous studies: FTMW
FTMW and MMW / SubMMW study (up to 470 GHz, Thorwirth et al. 2006)
Previous studies: Mmw / Submmw
(0,0,0) state observed up to 470 GHz: 
Good description of the “reference state” for ASAP
The 𝛎3 mode of S2O revisited with SOLEIL
RF discharge of SO2
a - type band
White-type cell 
30m pathlength
The 𝛎3 mode of S2O revisited with SOLEIL
RF discharge of SO2
a - type band
Diode laser, Lindenmayer et al. (1986)
“Old” vs. new
Diode laser, Lindenmayer et al. (1986)
SOLEIL, 1h
Lindenmayer et al. (1986)
Prior to ASAP analysis:
A little bit of “cheating” 
Mmw-measurements of (0,0,1) 
vibrational satellites in the 
257 to 278 GHz regime
































































Martin-Drumel et al. (2015)
Assignment procedure: ASAP
Ka = 0 at the very start
Assignment procedure: ASAP
Ka = 10 at the very start
Assignment procedure: ASAP
Ka = 18 at the very start
New data for the (0,0,1) state
MMW study at Cologne:
some 70 Lines from 257 to 278 GHz
SOLEIL / ASAP:
full band observed 
2240 energy levels with J ≦ 84 and Ka ≦ 20
Parameter sets
this studythis studyLindenmayer et al. (2006)
Digging deeper: the 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: Prior knowledge and initial guess
(0,1,0) very well characterized
Seven FTMW lines in (0,1,1):
⇒ three rotational constants and one cd term
Band center estimate from spectrum
Estimate of full set of quartic cd-terms for 
(0,1,1) state from (0,0,1) and (0,1,0)/(0,0,0) states, 
sextic terms kept fixed at (0,0,1)
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: ASAP and Ka = 0
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: ASAP and Ka = 0
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: ASAP and Ka = 3
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: ASAP and Ka = 3
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: ASAP and Ka = 7
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: ASAP and Ka = 7
The 𝛎3 + 𝛎2 - 𝛎2  hot band: LWWa at Ka = 7
P Q R
New data for the (0,1,1) state
SOLEIL / ASAP:
485 energy levels with J ≦ 64 and Ka ≦ 11
Parameter sets
Thorwirth et al. (2006) this studythis studyLindenmayer et al. (2006)
Fluorescence: 1056(5) 
T. Müller et al. (1999)
Simulation of band centers
Simulation P-branch
Conclusions and prospects
ASAP analysis of S2O successful 
Follow-up (sub)mmw measurements of S2O 
General application of ASAP analyses 
of high-res spectra
Check your files for “lost” data
Vinyl acetylene
FTIR-spectrum 
taken at JLU Gießen
more than ten years ago
(Thorwirth, Lichau, Mellau, Müller et al.)
ASAP and the 𝛎13 band of vinyl acetylene
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FInally: Observation vs. Simulation
Observation
Simulation
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